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{Characters}

1) “Paula Jones”:-

-A young American mutant girl,
from human parents, used to live in
“Dallas” then she travelled to “Golem”
city and met “Eve” after the mutants
invasion; later they became friends
and they decided to help humans as
much as possible, her ability was
supersonic scream that could deaf
anyone, it saved her a lot in her life,
fall in love with “Isaac” and died
when the “Atlantic” ocean got closed
and the humans passed to “Corvo”
island…
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2) “Oliver Kent”, “The Cowboy”:-

-“Rowan Kent’s” great grandson,
used to be a soldier, a perfect gunner
and a good sniper, got imprisoned by
the mutants when “USA” couldn’t
defeat the mutants invasion; like
millions of humans, joined “Isaac” and
the humans of the American
continents when they crossed the
“Atlantic” to “Europe”, later he joined
“Farah’s” men and soon became her
boyfriend and became a well known
assassin and mercenary in “Spain” &
“France”, worked hard on hunting
“Death War” for the prize on his head
but failed, survived “Konrad” and
made it hardly to “Madrid” after their
first clash in “France”, joined “Willy’s”
gang as a human thug…
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3) “Esther Miller”, “The Boss Lady”:-

-A former British “MI6” agent,
born in 2018 but using the anti-aging
drug made her look 40s always, left
“England” during the 2050s and
joined “Frank’s” security company in
“Germany”, later when the humans got
unified; she applied to join the “Task
Force” and she was accepted under code
name of “The Boss Lady”, became a
close friend to “Rose” & “Henley” and
later to “Konrad” too, fall in love with
“Konrad” but he never considered her
more than his best friend and the
woman he wished to be his mother,
took GOOD care of “Konrad” after his
accident and kept his company when
he was cleared and helped him to get
used to his augs, became a manager in
the “TF” during the 2060s, “Hector
Miller” was her elder brother…
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4) “Talya”:-

-One of “Victor’s” kids, “Seshafi”
was her mother, “Khyan” &
“Adamaton” were her brothers, became
a unique witch by time, had the power
to imply events based on symbols she
sees, which was an indirect power of
prophecy, never loved “Naomi” but
couldn’t say or show anything in front
of her father, later “Naomi” poisoned
her with her snakes and killed her…

5) “Farah”:-

-A Moroccan girl, her father was a
gang banger in “Morocco” but the
pharaohs weren’t playing games and
all thugs there moved to “Mexico”
before the mutants’ invasion, her
father died during the invasion just
like her brothers and cousins, they
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were all murdered by mutants that
time and she was captured with several
others of her father’s gang in “Mexico”
and got imprisoned and enslaved by
the mutants there till she travelled to
the “HS” using “Isaac’s” help, helped in
securing the humans from the mutants
army following them in the “Atlantic”
ocean and made it to “Spain”, became
a gang banger and a well known thug
in “Spain”; by time she became one of
the top 10 terrorists in the “HS’s” black
list in 2068, became “Oliver’s”
girlfriend that time, her gang got
dismantled by “Konrad” and she was
murdered by him too…
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6) “Luke Barret” & “Jessie Barret”:-

-“TF” agents, “Archer’s” kids,
“Arrow’s” grandchildren, “Brenda”
was their mother, unique soldiers in
the “TF” force, “Jessie” got a problem in
her lungs and needed an oxygen mask
sometimes; it was a disease she
inherited from her mother, “Konrad”
covered on her when he knew about
“Brenda” and the fact that she was the
terrorist “Havoc”, “Luke” got shot in
“Spain” by “Oliver” and was
confirmed dead with all his unit; but
no one had enough time to move the
bodies from “Spain”…
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7) “Brenda”, “Havoc”:-

-A British security officer, the
mother of “Luke” & “Jessie”, “Archer’s”
wife, used to work for 5 years in
“Frank’s” security company, later
“Rose” fired her because of her illness,
had problems in her lungs that evolved
enough to use the oxygen mask all the
time, “Frank” was sorry about what
happened to her but he couldn’t help,
this made her go rogue and joined
doctor “Willy”; who hired her as his
personal bodyguard at first; then
turned her into a gang leader and
made her lead “Emile” and his friends
to do special jobs around “Berlin”,
depending on her knowledge with the
official forces’ weapons, tricks and
patterns, didn’t know that “Oliver” was
her son’s murderer and was one of the
thugs who kidnapped her daughter…
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8) “Khyan”, “Minotaur”:-

-“Victor’s” eldest son, “Seshafi” was
his mother, “Adamaton” & “Talya”
were his siblings, the second man in
the Egyptian kingdom till “Naomi’s”
arrival, later became “Naomi’s” closest
brother at first, as a son of a God; he
could change his form to a monster just
like his father, his monster form was a
big Minotaur, although “Naomi” was
his elder sister but he fall in love with
her and she made this to happen by
her magic and charm; in order to move
on with her evil plan…

9) “Norman”:-

-A German-American man, used
to be a thief by nature, didn’t have a
chance to continue his education
because of all what happened in the
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world since the “Global” war and the
“War of Destiny”; just like millions
others, his gang of thieves were calling
themselves “The Runners”, “Rose” &
“Henley” used him and “Cat” once in
the past and covered on his men before
getting caught by the “Public Eye” or
the “TF” more than once, which put
him in debt to “Rose”, so he helped her
and “Eve” when they became wanted
in “Berlin” and hid them somewhere
in “London”, but most of his operations
were in “Berlin”, was a good guy and
tried to do the right thing; but doing
the right thing outside the law made
him break the law sometimes and
officially he was a criminal, knew
“Marchenko” and used to fear that
dangerous “Aug” but that fear didn’t
save him in the future…
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10) “Adamaton”:-

-“Victor’s” son, “Seshafi” was his
mother, “Khyan” & “Talya” were his
siblings, a savage and cruel pharaoh,
had no mercy at all, saw that humans
should never be free and that they were
created by “Ra” to be slaves to the
Egyptian Gods, “Victor” assigned him
governor of “Morocco” & “Mauritania”,
during the war with the “Orphans”;
“Death War” killed him in a
face-to-face fight…

11) “Quan Chi”:-

-A Chinese ancient sorcerer, one
of the strongest wizards in “China’s”
unknown history, lived in the
“Parallel Dimension” of Earth realm
and was a king in certain areas, was
brought to Earth realm by “Rasputin”
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after being a black magic sorcerer, been
strong on his own and didn’t have any
friends or slaves, “Sindel” was his wife
and the mother of his only son,
“Shinnok”, got burnt down by “Death
War”…

12) “Sindel”:-

-“Quan Chi’s” wife, queen of some
areas in the “Parallel Dimension”,
“Shinnok” was her only son, couldn’t
live alone and loved being served by
demons, after “Quan Chi’s” death; she
fall in love with “Death War” as the
powerful demon who could kill the
immortal “Quan Chi”, she didn’t need
to know “Death War” personally to love
him; she just needed an immortal
powerful Alpha, added “Death War” to
her crew of demons when the “Reaper”
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took “Frank’s” soul at the ‘Gate of the
Dead’…

13) “Mila”:-

-A German doctor and scientist,
worked in “Eurocorp” and worked in
the augmentations and biomedical
department known as the “Applied
Sciences” department; which actually
had a lot secret stuff and projects, was
responsible of “Konrad’s” condition, by
time she fall in love with him, was one
of several scientists managing the
“Applied Sciences” department,
“Emile” killed her in front of everyone
but her body was never found, later she
was discovered to be alive and was
taken by “Emile” and his men to
“China” and they tuned her into a
very powerful “Aug” without a memory,
her strength was enough to stand
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toe-to-toe against “Konrad”, or so the
“Augs” thought…

14) “Emile Sandoval”:-

-A Spanish thug and gang banger,
faced trials and was imprisoned more
than once, faced sever injuries and
wounds during the battle between the
mutants & the Egyptians in “Spain”,
was taken with some of his injured
friends and got augmented and the guy
who managed this was an important
scientist in the “Tower” organization
and he did this in return of making
“Emile” and his friends his personal
pawns, he was doctor “Willy Stefan”…
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15) “Willy Stefan”:-

-A German biochemistry scientist,
had his PhD from the “Free University
of Berlin”, had some psychological
disorders since he lost his parents
during the “Global” war when he was
7, worked in the “Tower” organization
and soon headed one of the “Tower’s”
sensitive departments, the
“Biochemistry” department, when the
“Tower” was shut down; he applied for
a job in “Eurocorp” but his request was
rejected, so he had to work as a teacher
in the university, he didn’t like that
and decided to create his own projects
but building things from the scratch
without resources was gonna be a
trouble to him, so he decided to rob
and destroy “Eurocorp’s” business, the
only way to do that was to hire “Augs”
or mutants; because regular human
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thugs weren’t gonna be enough, with
some help from his old friends in the
“Tower” organization; he augmented
“Emile” and some of his friends with
some secret resources they had and he
gave the “Augs” some money in return
of being his men, “Brenda” joined him
long ago when he paid her well in
return of protecting him and being his
personal bodyguard because his
paranoia that “Eurocorp” want him
dead made him do crazy things and
build crazy projects, even his look was
weird and terrifying with his long
beard and hair, when he knew about
the “Vocal Cord” parasite; he thought
of using it seriously but he could
develop and modify its particles to
force all the infected to speak in
German only and figured out a way to
spread the parasite with nobody
noticing, his insanity made him
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believe that he was accomplishing
what “Adolf Hitler” couldn’t
accomplish in the past; which was
turning the world into “Germany”; not
only “Europe”…

16) “Vaclav Koller”:-

-A Czech robotics engineer, lived
in “Berlin” but never had enough
money to open his workshop anywhere
better than “Downtown” and refused to
work in “LIMB” clinics, used to work
on fixing electronic appliances and
machines for anyone in return of
money, next to fixing anything wrong
with any “Aug” and selling “Nu-Poz”
to them too, “Shelton” knew him even
before becoming an “Aug”, later he
introduced “Konrad” to “Koller” and
“Konrad” used to go to him whenever
he needed to fix anything in his augs
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without wasting time going to
“Eurocorp”, was one of “Willy’s”
students when he was a student in the
university, later he joined “Konrad” &
“Shelton” in their governmental crew…

17) “Hida Fredrick”:-

-A German fitness girl, 30 years
old in 2069, used to own a small
private gymnastic hall, “Konrad” used
to go there to exercise privately for
months after being augmented, met
“Konrad” and soon became his
girlfriend and pulled him out of his
depression and sadness after “Mila’s”
death, fall in deep love with “Konrad”,
apparently…
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18) “Miguel Santos”, “Iceman”:-

-A Mexican young mutant, 22
years old in 2065, had the power of ice
and coldness manipulation, got
recruited in the mutants army
following the humans in the “Atlantic”
ocean, after his precious help in getting
the “Orphans” and their army back to
“USA”; “Wolf” added him to the
palace’s special security and “Wolf”
kept his eye on him ever since, and
“Wolf” was the one who called him
“Iceman” as a code name…

19) “Hector Miller”:-

-A British former “SAS” & “MI6”
agent, 61 years old in 2068 but with
the anti-aging drug; he seemed in his
mid 40s, became the new director of
the “TF” since 2068, always dressed in
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black and seemed serious most of the
time, one of the unique commanders in
the “HS”, the government assigned him
as director of the “TF” to hunt down
“Emile” and his gang at all costs,
“Esther”-“Boss”-was his younger sister,
covered on his sister and this had
terrible consequences on both of them
in the future, was nominated to be
“Britain’s” mayor but he refused and
preferred to stay in the shadows, had a
secondary objective of hunting the
“Runners” down but never had a
chance to do so…

20) “Marchenko”:-

-An augmented mercenary and
terrorist from “Prague”-“Czechia”,
built his life on terrorism and killing
innocent people, sectarian and hated
regular humans so much, used to
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support “Emile” since he was in
“France” & “Spain”, became “Emile’s”
friend in 2050 when they were
imprisoned together in “Seville”, that
time they weren’t “Augs” yet, lost his
left arm and right eye; next to several
damages allover his body which added
more augmentations to his body
externally and internally, the
accident he faced took place exactly
during the same day when “Emile” lost
his forearms and right eye; during the
mutants war with the Egyptians in
“Spain”, both of them broke out of
prison later, he lost “Emile” and his
friends afterwards and then he was
taken by an old friend of his to “Prague”
and the Triads helped him with his
augmentations and since that time he
became a monstrous-gang boss there,
later he knew how to call “Emile” and
they decided to work together, when
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“Emile” worked with doctor “Willy”;
“Marchenko” kept smuggling weapons,
spare parts & “Nu-Poz” from “China”
& “Czechia” to “Emile” and his men
wherever they were, his sister was one
of those humans who travelled from
“USA” to “France” crossing the
“Atlantic” with “Isaac”; but that
wasn’t enough to make him believe in
God or even to make him a good man…


